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Abstract 
In this paper we study three dimensional surfaces in 
7E  generated by equiform motions of a pseudohyperbolic 
surface. The properties of these surfaces up to the first order are investigated. We prove that three dimensional 
surfaces in 
7E  in general, is contained in a canal hypersurface, which is gained as envelope of a one-parametric set of 
6-dimensional pseudohyperbolic. Finally we give an example. 
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1. Introduction 
An equiform transformation in the n -dimensional Euclidean space 
nR  is an affine transformation whose linear part is 
composed from an orthogonal transformation and a homothetical transformation. Such an equiform transformation 
maps points 
nRx  according to  
 .,),(.5, nsnSOcmAsA RR   ddxx  (1) 
 The number s  is called the scaling factor. An equiform motion is defined if the parameters of (1), including s , are 
given as functions of a time parameter t . Then a smooth one-parameter equiform motion moves a point x  via 
)()()()(=)( tttAtst dxx  . The kinematic corresponding to this transformation group is called equiform kinematic. 
See [2]. Recently, the equiform kinematic geometry has been used in computer vision and reverse engineering of 
geometric models such as the problem of reconstruction of a computer model from an existing object which is known (a 
large number of) data points on the surface of the technical object [9, 11]. In [8], they studied two-parameter spatial 
motions ),(2 M  in three dimensional Euclidean space from a differential geometric point of view, which (up to the 
second order) instantaneously move on locally one-dimensional point paths. In [1, 12], they studied some first order 
properties of cyclic surfaces generated by the equiform motions in five dimensional Euclidian space and 
semi-Euclidean space. 
In Minkowski (semi-Euclidean) space 
3E  with scalar product 332211>=,< yxyxyxyx   the pseudosphere 
or Lorentz sphere and the pseudohyperbolic surface play the same role as sphere in Euclidean space. Lorentz sphere 
of radius 0>r  in 3E  is the quadric  
 }.>=,:<{=)( 232 rppprS E  
This surface is timelike and is the hyperboloid of one sheet 
22
3
2
2
2
1 = rxxx   which is obtained by rotating the 
hyperbola 
22
3
2
1 = rxx   in the plane 0=2x  with respect to the 1x -axis. The pseudohyperbolic surface is the 
quadratic  
 }.>=,:<{=)( 2320 rppprH E  
This surface is spacelike and is the hyperboloid of two sheet 
22
3
2
2
2
1 = rxxx   which is obtained by rotating the 
hyperbola 
22
3
2
1 = rxx   in the plane 0=2x  with respect to the 1x -axis [10]. 
In this paper we consider the equiform motions of a pseudohyperbolic surface k  in 
nE . The point paths of the 
pseudohyperbolic surface, generate three-dimensional surface, contains the positions of the starting pseudohyperbolic 
surface k . The first order properties of these surfaces for the points of these pseudohyperbolic surfaces have been 
studied for arbitrary dimensions 3n . We restrict our considerations to dimension 7=n  because, at any moment 
the infinitesimal transformations of the motion maps the points of the pseudohyperbolic surface k  to the velocity 
vectors, whose end points will form an affine image of k  (in general a pseudohyperbolic surface k ). Both these 
surfaces are space and therefore span a subspace W  of nE  with 7n . Moreover, we show that any 
three-dimensional surfaces in 
7E  is in general contained in a canal hypersurface, which is gained as envelope of a 
one-parametric set of 6-dimensional pseudosphere. 
2. Local study in canonical frames 
Consider a unit pseudohyperbolic surface k  in the space ][= 321 xxx  centered at the origin represented by  
 ],[0,2,,0,0,0,0)cossinh,sinsinh,cosh(=),(   andx T R  
the general representation of the motion of three-dimensional surface in 
7E  foliated by two-dimensional 
pseudohyperbolic surface is given by  
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 R ttdxtAtstX ),(),()()(=),,(   (2) 
 where 
Ttbtbtbtbtbtbtbtd ))(),(),(),(),(),(),((=)( 7654321  describes the position of the origin of 
  at the 
time t , ))((=)( tatA ij , 7,1  ji  is a semi orthogonal matrix and )(ts  provides the scaling factor of the 
moving system. Moreover we assume that all involved functions are of class .1C  Using Taylor’s expansion, up to the 
first order then the representation of the motion is given by  
 (0),(0)),(}(0)](0)(0)(0)[(0)(0){=),,( dtdxtAsAsAstX     
where )(  denotes differentiation with respect to time ( 0=t ). As an equiform motion has an invariant point, we can 
assume without loss of generality that the moving frame 
7E  and fixed frame   coinciding at the zero position 
0)=(t , then we have  
 0,=(0)1=(0),=(0) dandsIA  
thus  
 ,),(])([=),,( dtxtIsItX    
where 211,2,3,...,=),(=(0)= kA k
  is a semi skew symmetric matrix. In this paper all values of ibs,  and 
their derivatives are computed at 0=t  and for simplicity, we write s  and ib  instead of (0)s  and (0)ib
  
respectively. In these frames, the representation of ),,( tX  is given by  
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or in the equivalent form  
 
.cossinhsinsinhcosh=
cossinh
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 (3) 
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 For any fixed t  in the above expression (3), we generally gain an elliptical hyperboloid for R  and ][0,2  
centered at the point ),,,,,,( 7654321 bbbbbbbt  . The latter elliptical hyperboloid turns to a two-dimensional 
pseudohyperbolic surface if 

a , 1a

 and 2a

 form an orthogonal basis. This gives the conditions  
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where 
Ra . Thus we get the following equation of the pseudohyperbolic space  
 ,)(1=)( 222
7
1=
tsatbtx iii
i
  
where 72,3,4,5,6,=1,=1,=1 jj  . The orthogonal projection of these elliptical hyperboloid ( constt = . in 
(3)) on the space of the starting pseudohyperbolic surface ][= 321 xxx , is 
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 This equation generalizes in five dimension that happens for 0= . Namely, if 0=  the orthogonal projection of 
the elliptical hyperboloid in equation (4) on the space ][ 31xx  is 
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This gives Lorentzian circles centered at ),( 31 btbt   and radii by |)(1|
22
2
2 tst  . 
Corollary 2.1   
The projection of the ruled surface of tangent to k  into the original space will give a three-dimensional surface in 
3E
, which is foliated by elliptical hyperboloids. Now from (4) we have  
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and the first partial derivatives are  
  
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Then the linearly dependent points  
 0,=]cossinhsinsinhcosh[sinh 321  bbbs   
we get  
 0.=>]),(,<[sinh  xds   
The latter equation characterizes the instantaneous curve of contact. 
3.Tangent pseudosphere of three-dimensional surface in 
7E  
In this section we will how that at any instant t  there exists a pseudosphere )(tK , which is tangent to a given 
three-dimensional surface (2) in all points of the instantaneous position )(tk  of the pseudohyperbolic surface k  . 
Without loss of generality we investigate the situation at the zero position. Any pseudosphere K  which is tangent to 
the given three-dimensional surface (2) along k  has to contain k , hence the center of K  has coordinates 
),,,(0,0,0, 7654 mmmm  with R7654 ,,, mmmm . On the other hand since K  has to be tangent to all velocity 
vectors of the motion, the center of K  has to lie in each of the hyperplanes through the points of )(tk  orthogonal to 
these velocity vectors. This gives us the additional condition  
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 By comparing the coefficients of }cossinh,sinsinh,cosh{1,   in (5), we have the system of linear 
equations  
 ,= HBM  (6) 
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If B  is a regular matrix, we get  
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 .= 1HBM   (7) 
 Therefore, we have the following theorem:  
Theorem 3.1     
Definition 3.1 Canal hypersurfaces in 
nE  are envelope hypersurfaces of one-parametric sets of pseudospheres.  
 Therefore, we have the following theorem 
Theorem 3.2    
3.1  The singular cases 
   If the system of equations (6) is singular, we have many cases:  
Case 1. 3=)\(=)( HBrankBrank . In this case, we have a one-parametric set of pseudospheres whose 
centers fulfil a straight line in the spacexxxx 7654   
 )),(),(),(,(0,0,0,= 4746454 mxmxmxmM  
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 bbb  
with arbitrary .4 Rm  Thus, we get a straight line of possible centers.  
 Case 2. 2=)\(=)( HBrankBrank . In this case, we have a two-parametric set of pseudospheres 
whose centers fulfil a surface in spacexxxx 7654   
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with arbitrary ., 54 Rmm  Thus, we get a surface of possible centers.  
 Case 3. 1=)\(=)( HBrankBrank . In this case, we have a hyperplane of possible centers. Case 4. 
)\(3=)( HBrankBrank  . In this case we assume  
 .,====
3
2
15
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12
8 


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

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
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


b
b
 
By using the homogenous coordinates  
 0,=0,=0,=0,== 321 mmmm   
 
 )]()()()[(= 144135713615461551465324   bbbbbm  
 
 ])()()()[(= 125143715312661461554325   bbbbbm  
 
 )]()()()[(= 133124712615351541364326   bbbbbm  
 
 )]()()()[(= 124133614312551351444327   bbbbbm  
Then the centers of the pseudospheres are an ideal point (point at infinity). The corresponding pseudospheres 
degenerates into a hyperplane.  
 Case 5. )\(2=)( HBrankBrank  . In this case we assume  
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Using the homogenous coordinates  
 0=0,=0,=0,== 321 mmmm   
 
 )]()()()[(= 1491310713111596151014115324   bbbbbm  
 
 ])()()()[(= 1210148715812116141115104325   bbbbbm  
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 )]()()()[(= 13812971211158515913114326   bbbbbm  
 
 )]()()()[(= 12913861481210513101494327   bbbbbm  
Then we have the same result as in case 4.  
Case 6. )\(1=)( HBrankBrank  . In this case the centers of the possible pseudospheres tends to a straight 
line at infinity. The corresponding pseudospheres degenerate and formed a pencil of hyperplanes. They contain 4 - 
dimensional subspaces, which contains the given starting pseudohyperbolic surface k  and the corresponding 
velocity vectors. This leads directly to the well known result in 
3E , that there is in general will be no series of 
pseudospheres tangent to the three-dimensional surfaces.  
4. Curve of centers of the pseudospheres 
Now, we consider t  is varying and in this section, we will determine the centers of pseudospheres which contain a 
pseudohyperbolic surface )(tk  and are tangent to all tangent planes ),,(  t  of the three-dimensional surface 
(2). Let 1,2,...,7=),( itai  are the column vectors of the matrix )(tA , then (2) can be represented in the following 
way  
 ),(]cossinh)(sinsinh)(cosh)()[(=),,( 321 tdtatatatstX    (8) 
 where )(td  is the center of the moving pseudohyperbolic surface and )(),(),( 321 tatata  are three orthogonal 
vectors in the space of the moving pseudohyperbolic surface. The velocity vectors of the points of the sphere are given 
by  
 
).(cossinh)]()()()([
sinsinh)]()()()([cosh)]()()()([=),,(
33
2211
tdtatstats
tatstatstatstatstX




 (9) 
 The equation of the hyperplanes orthogonal to such a path is  
 ),,,(),,(=),,(  tXtXtXY TT   
where 
TyyyyyyyY ),,,,,,(= 7654321  is the position vector of an arbitrary point Y  in the hyperplane. The scalar 
product in the above equation is Lorentz metric. According to the inner product this equation is  
 ),,,(),,(=),,(  tXtXtXY TT   (10) 
 where 


























1000000
0100000
0010000
0001000
0000100
0000010
0000001
=  is the sign matrix. Substitution of equations (8) and (9) into (10), yields  
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)).(cossinh)]()()()([
sinsinh)]()()()([cosh)]()()()(([
))(cossinh)()(sinsinh)()(cosh)()((=
)(cossinh)]()()()([
sinsinh)]()()()([cosh)]()()()([
33
2211
321
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2211
tdtatstats
tatstatstatstats
tdtatstatstats
tdYtatstatsY
tatstatsYtatstatsY
TTTT
TT
TT










 (11) 
 Since  =AAT  and AAT   is a skew symmetric matrix, let )()(=)(),()(=)( tdtathtdtate Tkk
T
kk    and 
1,2,3=),()(=)( ktdtat Tkk  . Then by comparing the coefficients of 
 }cossinh,sinsinh,cosh{1,   in (11), we obtain  
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 (12) 
 where 1=1  , 1=j , 72,3,4,5,6,=j . We know from the initial position, that the hyperplanes of the 
three-dimensional surfaces contain a point )(tm  for any t  and  ,  such that 
))(),(),(),((0,0,0,=)( 7654 tmtmtmtmtm  is the center of this pseudosphere, then from (12), one can find  
 ,=QFM  (13) 
 where  
,
)()()()()()()()()()()()(
)()()()()()()()()()()()(
)()()()()()()()()()()()(
)()()()(
=
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. 
If F  is a regular matrix, we get  
 .=
1QFM   (14) 
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 Therefor, the coordinates of the centers of the pseudospheres in the fixed frame at any instant t  are given by  
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Theorem 4.1   
Example 1   
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